CONSTRAIN-BASED PARTICLE SWARM OPTIMIZATION (CBPSO) FOR CALL CENTER SCHEDULING
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ABSTRACT. Achieving efficient and optimized call center scheduling is a critical issue to corporate customer services when considering limited resources and complex constraints. This study combines constraint-based reasoning (CBR) mechanisms and particle swarm optimization (PSO) (CBPSO) to solve timetables scheduling problems for customer-service department. When PSO searches for solution space, CBR mechanism can be used to reduce invalid solution space of particle search, and to improve solving efficiency. The experimental results showed that CBPSO is able to overcome the efficiency and flexibly concern under constraints in developing workforce timetables. The produced scheduling timetables can also address the labor cost minimization and fairness maximization.
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1. Introduction. Scheduling has become a key research area for the optimization problem. Since 1970s, many researchers have studied problems related to the work force planning and scheduling of staff [1,3]. The common goals of past research focused on helping employers to meet employee needs and comply with various scheduling policies, and used specific scheduling methods to achieve minimal staff employed or minimal costs. Under such complex constraints, scheduling optimization required extremely long evolution durations.

Optimization problems are issues of cross-disciplinary science, and exist in all fields of business. Kennedy & Eberhart (1995) proposed a new heuristic algorithm or particle